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ABSTRACT 

Energy efficient operation of fluid film bearings demands savings in delivery flow while also managing to reduce fluid film and 

pad temperatures. To achieve this goal, tilting pad journal bearings (TPJBs) implement a variety of oil feed arrangements (LEG, spray 

bars, etc.), use pads with highly conductive material and engineered back surface, and also end seals to keep (churning) lubricant within 

the bearing housing. Often, to evidence the savings, operators supply bearings with a fraction of the flow predicted by an analysis, 

independently of the system operating speed and likely (dynamic) load condition.  

The lecture briefs on an analysis of TPJBs that includes pivot flexibility and pad surface deformation due to hydrodynamic film 

pressure and pad crowning due to thermal effects. The work introduces a novel model for the mixing of flow and thermal energy at a 

lubricant feed port, which sets the temperature of the lubricant entering a pad leading edge. Precise estimation of this temperature (and 

inlet oil viscosity) and the flow rate entering a pad largely determine the temperature rise along the pad lubricated surface as well as the 

shear drag power loss, and ultimately the bearing load capacity.  

Over decades, conventional modeling of TPJBs implements a hot oil carry coefficient to estimate thermal mixing at a feed groove. 

This model requires an empirical constant that is a function of the operating conditions (speed and load) and is apparently the same for 

all pads in a bearing. The present thermal mixing model delivers improved temperature predictions in conditions that limit the 

conventional model. An important addition is the ability to impose the actual lubricant supply flow, specifically when the bearing is 
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operating in either an over-flooded or a reduced flow condition. In addition, the flow balance in the new model accounts for the groove 

side leakage flow (discharging out of the bearing) and the churning (recirculating) oil in a groove or feed port. An empirical groove 

efficiency parameter regulates the temperature of the above-mentioned flows to represent conventional and direct (LEG, spray bars) 

lubricant feeding arrangements as well as end-sealed (flooded) or evacuated bearing configurations.  

Predicted static and dynamic performance for two TPJBs are compared against two sets of published test data in Refs. [1-5]. One 

is a large 5-pad bearing (500 mm ID) with end seals and supplied with a flowrate as low as 50% of the nominal (predicted) condition. 

The rotor speed is 3 kRPM (79 m/s surface speed) and the maximum specific load equals 25 bar. The other bearing is a 4-pad (102 mm 

ID) operating with a fixed flow rate, invariant as the speed increases to 16 kRPM (85 m/s) with an applied load increasing from 7 bar to 

29 bar. Comparisons with the first bearing include the film thickness, pressure and temperature fields around the bearing circumference, 

as well as journal static eccentricity and synchronous speed reduced force coefficients. The second bearing incorporates a variety of oil 

feed arrangements and offers dynamic force coefficients over a range of excitation frequencies. Bearing performance predictions using 

either the novel model or the conventional thermal mixing model, when compared against the test data, demonstrate the improvement.  

The lecture concludes delivering recommendations for the feed port efficiency parameter for various types of oil supply 

configurations. This parameter does not change with the bearing operation conditions. Thus, bearing designers have a new tool that 

allows the early specification of flow rate as an input parameter, not a consequence of analysis nor a constraint during actual operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

A tilting pad journal bearing (TPJB) is a type of fluid-film bearing supporting rotating machinery. TPJBs are selected due to their 

lower shear power losses and minimal destabilizing forces when compared to a rigid surface bearing. A TPJB, as shown in Figure 1, 

consists of usually three to six pads, each supported by a pivot. There is a thin lubricant film between the pads and the spinning journal. 

During operation, each pad tilts about its pivot and forms a convergent wedge between the pad inner surface and the shaft. The journal 

surface drags the viscous fluid into the wedge to generate a hydrodynamic pressure field that enables the bearing to carry a load (W). 

Figure 2(a) shows a conventional (single orifice1) feed groove in a TPJB. This region is comprised of an orifice supplying cold 

(fresh) lubricant at supply temperature (Tsup) into the groove, an upstream pad discharging warm lubricant into the groove along with a 

layer of hot oil (at temperature TTE) attached to the journal surface, and a downstream pad that demands a certain amount of lubricant to 

fill its clearance. The flow within the groove is highly recirculating (churning). 

Mixing of hot and cold flows along with thermal energy exchanges in the lubricant feed groove region set both the temperature and 

flow rate of the fluid entering the leading edge of a downstream pad [6]. The flow rate and temperature of the fluid at a pad leading edge 

largely determine the film temperature rise along the lubricated pad surface and the temperature field within the pad, both of which 

ultimately govern the pad and journal thermally induced deformations. 

                                                           
1 Modern high performance TPJBs employ direct lubrication methods such as spray bars (with blockers) and leading edge grooves.  

Figure 1: Schematic view of a 4-pad load between pad (LOP) tilting pad journal bearing components and coordinate system. 
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In spite of the intricate nature of the flows in the feed groove region, various authors (Refs. [7-9]) have developed simple though 

still physically sound models for the fluid mixing in this region. Bulk or lumped parameter thermal mixing models (adopted from Ref. 

[7]), apply the conservation of mass and thermal energy in the groove region through a thermal mixing coefficient or hot oil carry over 

factor (0 < λ < 1). The parameter λ represents the fraction of flow leaving an upstream trailing edge (QTE) at temperature TTE. This flow 

mixes with the supply lubricant flow (Qsup) injected in the groove at (cold) temperature Tsup. Entering the downstream pad is a flow with 

magnitude (QLE) at temperature TLE. A lumped parameter mass flow balance and a thermal energy flow balance determine the leading 

edge temperature (TLE) and flow rate (QLE) as 

 

 
sup LE TE

LE LE sup sup TE LE

Q Q Q

T Q Q T Q T





 

 
  (1) 

This simple concept, adapted by virtually all prediction tools, is not accurate for bearings operating under certain extreme conditions, 

see Ref. [10]. Some recent works [1, 2, 10-12] report models for the fluid mixing in the feed groove region that diminish the influence 

of empirical coefficients. The following lists several physical phenomena within the groove region that are not accounted for by a simple 

(conventional) thermal mixing flow model. 

Figure 2(b) depicts the heat fluxes and fluid flows across the boundaries for a single orifice lubricant feed, i.e. a conventional or 

traditional oil supply arrangement. The cold supply flow mixes with the churning oil in the groove region before reaching the (upstream) 

hot oil layer attached to the rotating shaft. Meanwhile, the adjacent pads exchange heat with the oil in the groove via the bounding side 

walls. The fluid film entering a pad adds the shear driven flow (dragged by the spinning journal) to the pressure driven (reverse) flow. 

As the applied load increases the pressure driven flow becomes dominant causing a portion of the lubricant at the pad leading edge to 

flow in a reverse direction and to re-enter the groove. Finally, a portion of the flow exits the groove region axially (side leakage) 

depending on whether the bearing has end seals (flooded) or not (evacuated). 

Figure 3 shows a load-between-pad (LBP) four pad TPJB operating under a heavy specific load (W/(LD) > 2.1 MPa). A high journal 

eccentricity in the load direction creates a very thin film in the bottom pads while it unloads the upper ones, thus leaving a large gap 

between the unloaded pads (3, 4) and the shaft. The groove in between pads 4 and 1 receives a large flow (QTE) from unloaded pad #4, 

while discharging only a much smaller flow (QLE) to be carried into the heavily loaded pad #1. The conventional thermal mixing model, 

Eq. (1), assumes that the supply flow (Qsup) always enters the groove; however in this condition, since (λQTE) > QLE the model sets the 

supply flow rate (Qsup) to zero. Ettles [9] defines boundaries for a ratio of upstream flow to downstream flow that prevents a negative 

supply flow. In this situation Suh and Palazzolo [13] also modify the model in Eq. (1) to bypass the flow rate balance. 

Figure 2: (a) A lubricant feed groove region bounded by adjacent pads in a TPJB with a single orifice; (b) Heat fluxes and 
lubricant flows across the boundaries of a feed groove region. 
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Figure 3: A heavily loaded TPJB operating with a large shaft eccentricity (small film thickness). 

Brito et al. [10] observe experimentally that in a two-groove plain journal bearing hot oil flows out through one of the feed orifices 

(hot oil reflux) when the groove region is in the vicinity of the load direction. However, a similar phenomenon (hot oil reflux) is not 

likely in TPJBs. 

TPJBs with direct lubrication often operate with no end seals or wide open seals (evacuated housing) [14], and the excess upstream 

oil leaves the groove region axially (side leakage) [15]. For either a flooded or an evacuated bearing configuration, including the side 

leakage flow in the groove lubricant mixing model improves the temperature prediction (as in Ref. [12]). 

THE WORK BEFORE 

The majority of methods that evaluate the film temperature at the leading edge of a pad (downstream of a groove) adopt an 

approximate lumped parameter balance of both flow and thermal energy. In spite of complexity of the flow in a lubricant feed groove 

region, simplified models arose for arc journal bearings [6] and thrust bearings [16], and later extended to TPJBs [9]. In addition, modern 

high performance TPJBs use direct lubrication methods that further make a difference between TPJB feed grooves from plain journal 

bearings feed grooves. Nevertheless, the various approaches to modeling the fluid mixing at a feeding groove in plain journal bearings 

helps with understanding this phenomenon in TPJBs. 

In 1983, Mitsu et al. [7] investigate experimentally the effect of oil flow rate on fluid mixing at a feed groove in a plain journal 

bearing and introduce the mixing model in Eq. (1). The authors vary the supply pressure between 20 kPa and 180 kPa (to change to 

supply flow rate) for an operation with a constant shaft speed of 1750 RPM (ΩRs = 9 m/s) and a specific load of 0.5 MPa. Mitsu et al. 

introduce an empirical coefficient (λ) for the mixing of the lubricant flow with the supply flow prior to reaching the pad inlet. The 

measurements show that λ is inversely proportional to the supply flow rate and it lessens for an over-flooded condition (λ ∼ 0.3). The 

authors conclude that a λ between 0.4 and 0.8 provides film temperature predictions that are closely aligned with the test data among 

various flow rates. 

In 1986, Heshmat and Pinkus [8] define a function for the thermal mixing coefficient (λ) using the measured flow and temperature 

magnitudes in the feed groove of a plain journal bearing. The authors use a transparent bushing to observe the groove flow with a journal 

diameter of 138.1 mm, operating with a shaft speed of 1800 RPM (ΩRs = 14 m/s) and under a specific load of 690 kPa.  Most of the 

flow in the oil groove is highly recirculating (churning) and has little effect on the fluid flow (and therefore heat flow) that enters the 

groove from the upstream pad or discharges to the downstream pad. The empirically estimated mixing coefficient (λ) is a function of 

surface speed and oil supply temperature, and not dependent on the type of oil or applied load. λ in Ref. [8] applies to a single pad and 

is adequate within the limited test range of oil supply temperature and journal surface speeds. 

In 2012, He et al. [14] investigate the applicability of the model in Ref. [7], Eq. (1), to direct lubrication bearings in a thermo-

hydrodynamic (TEHD) analysis. In industrial practice the coefficient (λ) is set as, 0.7 < λ < 1 for conventional flooded bearings and 0.3 

< λ < 0.7 for directly lubricated bearings and evacuated bearings. The authors set a lower limit for a pad leading edge temperature 
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predicted from Eq. (1), and define a cool oil insertion model. Here, Qsup is known, and without resort to a mixing coefficient, the trailing 

edge flow (QTE) equals (QLE- Qsup), and 

 LE LE sup sup LE sup TET Q Q T Q Q T    (2) 

Eq. (2) represents a physical situation where all the available supply oil cools the minimum amount of hot oil in the most efficient way. 

He at al. [14] then compare TEHD predictions to test data for three direct lubrication bearings (spray bar and leading edge groove). The 

test bearings have a common diameter of 0.1016 m, operate with a shaft speed ranging from 4 kRPM to 16 kRPM (ΩRs = 85 m/s), and 

under a specific load between 0.35 MPa and 3.1 MPa. For the largest load, predictions are less consistent with test data, within 10°C 

maximum difference; shaft speed having little effect on the discrepancy. The thermal mixing coefficient (λ) decreases with an increase 

in shaft speed. The predicted temperature for the first unloaded pad, downstream of loaded pads, is substantially higher than the 

measurement which casts doubt on the assumption of an evenly distributed supply oil into each groove, Qsup/Npads. 

In a similar way, Suh and Palazzolo [13] in 2015 modify Eq. (1) and use a mixing coefficient () when the upstream flow is 

larger than a portion of the (required) downstream flow. This is to prevent a zero or negative supply flow. In this case, the temperature 

at the leading edge is a weighted average of the temperature at the pad trailing edge and the temperature of the (cold) supplied lubricant, 

 (1 ) whenLE TE sup LE TET T T Q Q         (3) 

DESCRIPTION OF A NOVEL THERMAL MIXING MODEL 

San Andrés and Tao [17] state an extended Reynolds equation governing the generation of the pressure field in a TPJB, accounting 

for temporal fluid inertia where the lubricant viscosity (µ) is a function of the film temperature.  

The film thickness is a function of circumferential and axial coordinates. The elastic deformation of each pad inner surface modifies 

the film thickness along the radial direction and includes both thermally induced and pressure induced deformations. Ref. [18] 

implements a steady-state bulk flow energy transport equation for a steady state condition and an incompressible fluid. Viscous 

dissipation generates heat that disposes through convection and diffusion in the fluid film.  The energy transport equation in the present 

model averages the fluid temperature across the film. The simplification offers a good balance between implementation complexity, 

quality of results, and calculation time [19]. 

About the Lubricant Mixing at a Feed Groove [20] 

A major drawback of the conventional hot oil carry over model , Eq. (1), is that it predicts a supply flow only based on the upstream 

flow ( 1i

TEQ  ) and downstream ( i

LEQ ) flow adjacent to a groove [7, 21]. Therefore, unless the predicted flow rates are close to actual ones, 

the conventional model gives an inaccurate leading edge film temperature (TLE).  

As stated earlier, He et al. [14, 22] assume each groove collects an identical fraction of the total flow supplied, namely 

total

supi

sup

Q
Q

n
   (4) 

Ref. [22] clarifies that Eq. (4) does not always satisfy mass flow continuity condition in a feed groove. For operation with a high load 

(large journal eccentricity), as shown in Figure 4, the journal operates near the groove between pads 4 and 1.  Here, the inlet film 

thickness of pad 1 reduces. In this situation, the authors [22] suggest that this groove acts as a flow restrictor, and receives less fresh 

lubricant due to a fluid pressure rise within the groove. The authors note that if a particular groove receives an excessive supply of oil, 

a fraction of it immediately displaces outwards as side leakage. 

Figure 4 shows an idealized representation of the total supplied flow ( sup

totalQ ) dividing into separate streams ( sup

iQ ). A deep outer 

groove on the bearing housing OD (plenum) contains the fresh lubricant at the supply temperature and feeds each orifice based on the 
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groove local pressure on the other side of the hole. Due to the complexity of the flow in the groove region, determining a local pressure 

for the groove is not practical. Instead, the current model extends Eq. (4) to account for excessive flow demand or a restriction of flow 

from each groove. 

Thin film lubrication theory defines the fluid circumferential velocity as a superposition of a shear driven flow dragged by the 

motion of the shaft (Couette flow) and a pressure driven flow (Poiseuille flow) [23]. The axial flow only comprises of a pressure driven 

flow. The circumferential flow at either a pad leading edge  LE or a pad trailing edge  TE equals

,|
LE TE shear pressureQ Q Q    (5) 

Figure 5 shows the fluid velocity profiles at the leading and trailing edges of a bearing pad. The integration of the velocity field 

across the gap produces the flow rate. The two top graphs (A & B) show the superposition of shear flow and the (retarding) pressure 

flow since ∂P/∂θ > 0 at 
LE . The bottom graph (C) shows flow exiting a pad with ∂P/∂θ < 0 at

TE ; here both the shear and pressure

induced flows are in the same direction, Qshear > 0 and Qpressure > 0. In (A), the pressure gradient is small since the pad is likely unloaded, 

the fluid velocity profile is lesser than for the pure shear condition; and to fill the gap, the leading edge demands a large flow. As the 

pad becomes loaded, see (B), the film pressure increases and forces the lubricant in an opposite direction to the shaft surface speed, 

Qshear > 0 and Qpressure < 0. This effect significantly reduces the net flow rate |
LE

Q  . Most importantly, the top layer attached to the rotor 

surface carries (mainly) hot lubricant leaving through the trailing edge of the upstream pad. 

The first step to quantify the restriction or demand of each groove for fresh (cold) lubricant, introduces a groove demand (Ci) parameter 

that accounts for the following:2 

 At a pad leading edge, the shear driven (forward) flow (proportional to film thickness) increases the demand for (cold) supply

lubricant. The pads with a large leading edge film thickness, as is the case for unloaded pads #3 and #4 (see Figure 4), receive a

large flow at their inlet (leading edge). On the other hand, a large hydrodynamic pressure gradient (on loaded pads #1 and #2) may

cause a significant flow in the reverse direction that curtails the flow demand.

 At a pad trailing edge, the pressure driven flow adds to the shear flow, pushing the flow in the same direction as the shaft surface

motion. A large flow leaving from an upstream pad (
1i

TEQ 
) may provide an excess amount of flow to fill in the gap of the downstream

pad leading edge, and this reduces the demand for additional supply flow. The leading edge flow of pads #1 and #2 are about the

same (see Figure 4), but pad #1 receives a large flow from upstream (usually hot), reducing its demand for supply oil. Similarly,

2 Note the assumption is valid if all the pads are fully wetted (flooded) and able to maintain a full film throughout every pad. 

Figure 4: Left:  schematic view of a heavily loaded TPJB operating at a large journal eccentricity. Right: a hydraulic network 
that allocates the supply flow into each feed groove.   
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the leading edge flow of pads #3 and #4 are about the same, but pad #3 receives a very small flow from the upstream which 

aggravates its need for more supply oil. 

Recall that the ith groove faces the trailing edge of an upstream pad (i-1) and the leading edge of downstream pad (i). The demand 

parameter (Ci) for the ith groove divides the shear flow rate (
i

shearQ ) entering ith pad to the total flow that blocks the fresh supply of oil. 

The latter (blocking) flow adds the flow rate leaving the (i-1)th pad at its trailing edge (
1i

TEQ 
) to the pressure driven flow exiting (in 

reverse) the leading edge of the ith pad (
i

pressureQ ). The demand parameter is 

 
1, ,1

|
i

shear
i i ni i

pressure TE

Q
C

Q Q



 

   (6) 

Ci = 1 if both downstream pad and upstream pad flows are equal; that is the case of a centered journal (no load). Ci < 1 in the ith groove 

that restricts the supplied flow; whereas Ci > 1 for the ith groove that demands extra lubricant. The second step adds 1, ,|i i nC   to produce 

a total demand parameter (Ctotal).  The available total or global supply flow (Qtotal) meets the total demand by the bearing. 

1

n

total i

i

C C


   (7) 

As the final step, a groove receives a portion of the total supply flow based on its demand (Ci) relative to the total demand (Ctotal). 

Here the grooves with a larger demand receive a greater portion of the supply flow.  

Let αi denote a fraction of total flow, the supply flow allocated to each groove is, 

1, ,

i total totali

sup sup i sup i n

total

C
Q Q Q

C



    (8) 

Figure 5: Illustrations of the film velocity profile entering a pad through its leading edge (A &B) and leaving a pad through its 

trailing edge (C). 
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Figure 6 depicts the predicted fraction of total supply flow (αi)i=1,n versus shaft speed and specific load for a four-pad TPJB3 tested 

by Coghlan and Childs [5]. The bearing operates in a load between pad (LBP) configuration; the bottom two pads (#1 and #2) supporting 

the applied load. The dashed red line marks equal flow fractions (= ¼) for each pad at W/(LD) = 0 where the demand parameter Ci ≈ 1 

for all the grooves and hence each receives (αi ≈ 1/n) of the total flow. 

As the load increases, the shaft eccentricity in the load direction increases and a small inlet film thickness restricts the flow for the 

loaded pads thus reducing (αi), i.e. the demand of flow. On the other hand, a large film thickness on the unloaded pads requires more 

lubricant to create a full film, hence increasing αi. Thus, the difference in flow fraction (αi) for the loaded and unloaded pads grows as 

the applied load increases. The above-mentioned difference in flow demand is most significant between pad #3 and #1. One can surmise 

that during a high load operation the flow rate to pad #3 can be significantly reduced without substantial effect on the film temperature 

and overall bearing performance. 

Figure 7 shows the flow fractions for a large size five-pad (LBP) TPJB4 tested by Hagemann et al. [1]. Similar to the results in the 

prior figure, the loaded pads have a lower demand for supply lubricant compared to the unloaded ones. Notably, pad #2 (although 

unloaded) receives a small fraction of the total supply flow which is due to the large upstream flow leaving unloaded pad #1. 

Furthermore, an increase in shaft speed shifts the journal to a more centered position (e → 0), and (at a given load) slightly reduces the 

differences in flow demand. 

Figure 8 shows the lubricant flows and heat fluxes entering and exiting the boundaries of a control volume that represents a groove 

region.  Cold lubricant is supplied into the bearing at a known flow rate ( sup

iQ ) and temperature (Tsup).  Hot oil leaving the trailing edge 

of the upstream pad with a flow rate ( 1i

TEQ   ) and a temperature ( 1i

TET  ), loses some of its heat in the groove region and reaches the leading 

edge of the downstream pad with a flow rate ( i

LEQ ) and a temperature ( i

LET ). 

 Based in Ref. [22], if  1i i i

TE sup LEQ Q Q

  , the excess oil leaves the groove as a side leakage flow ( i

SLQ ). Conversely, if the sum of 

the supply flow and upstream flow is not enough to fill in the downstream pad leading edge (  1i i i

TE sup LEQ Q Q

  ), then to satisfy the 

                                                           
3 Refer to Table 4 for a description of the four-pad bearing in Ref. [5]. 
4 Refer to Table 1 for a description of the five-pad bearing in Ref. [1] 

Figure 6: Predicted fractions of total supply flow (αi) 
allocated to each groove in a 4-pad TPJB. (Dashed red line 
specifies an even distribution at zero load). 

Figure 7: Predicted fractions of total supply flow (αi) 
allocated to each groove for a 5-pad TPJB. (Dashed red line 
specifies an even flow distribution at zero load). 
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continuity, the rest of the needed lubricant is drawn from the churning oil in the groove (
i

grQ ) [24]. According to the thermal mixing 

flow model in Ref. [24], for a groove with a non-zero side leakage flow (
i

SLQ ), the groove recirculating flow is zero and vice versa. 

 

 
1,

1
.

1

1
.

1 i
,

f 

if 

i i i i i i i

SL TE sup LE TE sup LE

i i i i i i i

gr LE TE sup TE sup LE

i n

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q







 

    

    
  (9) 

 

 

Figure 8: Mixing in a feed groove region of hot oil leaving an upstream pad (
1i

TEQ 
) with a cold supply flow ( sup

iQ ). Including side 

leakage flow (
i

SLQ ) and groove recirculating flow (
i

grQ ) as well as heat transfer with the bounding pads. 

Opposed to the conventional thermal mixing model in Eq. (1), the current model emphasizes the portion of hot oil that does not 

reach the next pad and either leaks out from the sides or recirculates within the groove.  The temperature of the discharge side leakage 

flow (
i

SLT ) and churning oil in the groove (
i

grT ) depend on the upstream oil temperature and flow rate  1 1
,

i i

TE TET Q
 

 as well as supply 

temperature and flow rate  sup sup
, iT Q . 

In a bearing groove, thermal energy (heat) flows mainly by means of fluid motion, i.e. an advection heat transfer mechanism. Fluid 

flow (Q) transports energy from one location to another. The heat flow (Φ) transported by the lubricant is 

pc Q T               (10) 

where ∆T is the temperature difference, and  p p
c Q c m   is the fluid thermal capacitance. 

Figure 9 shows two versions of the control volume at a groove, the left control volume refers to a situation where side leakage 

occurs, and the one on the right refers to a condition where oil streams recirculate in the groove. In both, heat flow (Φ) is transported 

internally by the mixing of the fluid streams. The left sub-control volume (bottom part) assumes that only a portion of the streams that 

flow into the groove (the hot upstream oil and the cold supply oil stream) carry the thermal energy that is transferred into the side leakage 

stream. Therefore, the heat flowing into the leading edge section of the downstream pad is omitted. 

A mixing efficiency parameter (0 < Cgr  < 1) represents the ability of a particular  oil feed groove arrangement to lubricate the 

downstream pad with fresh (cold) supply oil while discharging the upstream hot oil (displacing it to the sides). That is, Cgr specifies the 

portion of the heat that flows from the hot upstream section  ,TE SL  and the cold supply oil  ,sup SL
 .  Thermal energy must still be 

conserved within a sub control volume, thus the sum of two heat flows is nil, or  , ,
0

TE SL sup SL
   . 

Recall from Eq. (9), either the side leakage flow (QSL) or the groove churning flow (Qgr) can be present in a groove, but not both. 

Hence, as shown on the right graph in Figure 9, only a portion of the fluid streams flowing into a groove contribute to transporting 

thermal energy to the oil stream that churns within the groove and therefore  , ,
0

TE gr sup gr
   . 
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Conservation of energy dictates that the sum of the thermal energy transferred between the hot upstream oil and the side leakage 

oil (ΦTE,SL) and that between the side leakage oil and cold supplied oil (Φsup,SL) equals zero, i.e.  

   
, ,

1 1

0 0

(1 ) 0

TE SL sup SL

i i i i i

gr p TE TE SL gr p sup sup SLC c Q T T C c Q T T  

   

       
   

 (11) 

From this balance, the temperature ( i

SLT ) of the side leakage is 

1 1

1
1,..

(1 )
;

( )
,

1

i i i

gr TE TE gr sup supi

SL i i

gr TE gr sup

C Q T C Q T
T

C Q C
i

Q
n

 



      


 


   

 (12) 

Note the oil volumetric heat capacity ( cp) is assumed not to change with temperature.  

Direct lubrication methods such as a leading edge groove reduce hot oil carry over, which means the side leakage lubricant receives 

most of thermal energy form the hot upstream oil, and 
i

SLT  is closer to the upstream temperature (
1i

TET 
), hence Cgr → 1. On the other 

hand, when the bearing axial ends are sealed (a flooded bearing) the hot upstream oil mixes with the cold supply oil before being 

squeezed out as a side leakage, hence Cgr → 0. 

In the absence of any side leakage flow, a similar transport energy balance establishes that the sum of the thermal energy transferred 

between a hot upstream trailing edge oil and the churning oil in the groove (ΦTE,gr) and that between the churning oil and a cold supply 

oil (Φsup,gr) is zero. That is,  

   
, ,

1 1

0 0

(1 ) 0

TE gr sup gr

i i i i i

gr p TE TE gr gr p sup sup grC c Q T T C c Q T T  

   

       
   

  (13) 

Hence, from Eq. (13), the temperature  i

gr
T  of the recirculating oil in the groove is  
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1
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    (14) 

The temperature of the churning oil in the groove (
i

grT ) is closer to Tsup if the majority of the hot upstream oil discharges from the 

sides (Cgr → 1). However, for a flooded bearing a large portion of the upstream oil flow recirculates in the groove, thus increasing 
i

grT

to a magnitude close to 
1i

TET 
 (Cgr → 0). In other words, the larger the side leakage temperature (

i

SLT ), the smaller the groove temperature 

(
i

grT ) and vice versa. Therefore, the groove temperature (
i

grT ) is the counterpart of the side leakage temperature (
i

SLT ). 

Figure 9: Groove control volume including fluid streams (solid arrows) and heat flows (hollow arrows). Left: heat flows from a 
hot upstream oil (ΦTE,SL) and the cold supplied oil (Φsup,SL) into a stream that evacuates from the groove. Right: hot ΦTE, gr  and 
cold Φsup,gr flows into an oil stream that recirculates within the groove. 
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Some heat is also transferred from the wetted wall of the pad trailing edge and also from the wetted wall of a pad leading edge into 

the oil that is recirculating in the groove. These heat flows  ,TE LE
    are obtained from integrating the convective heat fluxes across 

the respective fluid-solid boundary, 

 

 

( , )

( , )

; and
p

LE
back

p

TE
back

R

LE gr r gr
R

R

TE gr r gr
R

h L T T dr

h L T T dr





   

   




  (15) 

where L is a pad axial length and hgr is the convection coefficient of the lubricant in the groove. See Abdollahi [20] for further details.  

An energy balance method takes into account all the aforementioned heat fluxes to determine the film temperature at the leading 

edge of the downstream pad  i

TE
T .  Recall from Eq. (9) that 

i

grQ and
i

SLQ do not coexist (or apply simultaneously), only one is present 

at each groove (See later examples). The approach is energy conservative, namely at the ith groove 

   1 1

Energy in Energy out

i i i i i i i i i

p TE TE sup sup gr gr TE LE p LE LE SL SLc Q T Q T Q T c Q T Q T           (16) 

Finally, from the above relation, the leading edge temperature (
i

TET ) of the fluid entering the ith pad is 

1 1i i i i i i i TE LE
sup sup TE TE SL SL gr gr

pi

LE i

LE

Q T Q T Q T Q T
c

T
Q



 
 

  
  

  
  

  (17) 

Unlike the conventional model, Eq. (1), the Eq. above includes the thermal energy from the side and churning fluid flows, as well 

as the heat convected from the pad metal surfaces into the lubricant. The above equations are easily integrated into a predictive model 

solving for the bearing pads hydrodynamic pressure and temperature fields, and including pad elastic deformations due to both 

mechanical (pressure) and thermal effects (expansion and crowning). See Ref. [20]. 

COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS AGAINST TEST DATA 

The following section presents two examples of analysis that demonstrate the validity of the novel model against test data reported 

in Refs. [1, 2]. The predictions account for both thermally and pressure induced deformation of the bearing components (TEHD model). 

Large TPJB Operating at a High Surface Speed and Under a Heavy Load 

Hagemann et al. [1] use a rig designed to test large size journal bearings for steam turbines. The shaft diameter is 500 mm (0.5 m) 

and the bearing length is 500 mm. The drive power (1.2 MW) enables operation with a shaft speed up to 4 kRPM (ΩRs = 105 m/s). 

Spray bars deliver fresh (cold) lubricant to a test bearing. Two sealing baffles with a clearance of 1 mm (C/Rs = 0.004) at the axial ends 

of the bearing reduce the required supply flow rate to induce a flooded condition [1]. During the tests, the hollow rotating shaft with two 

piezoelectric pressure sensors and two capacitive displacement sensors is shifted axially to record the film thickness and pressure 

distribution over the full extent of the pad surfaces. 

Table 1 outlines the geometry, lubricant properties, and operating conditions of one test bearing. Figure 10 shows a schematic view 

of the bearing and the load direction. For this test bearing, the length to diameter (L/D) = 0.7 and pad clearance to radius ratio (Cp/Rs) = 

0.0012. Rocker back pivots, arched in the axial direction, enable the pads to also roll axially and reduce the influence of shaft 

misalignment. Refs. [1, 2] do not provide the pivot stiffness, however based on the geometry, a pivot stiffness is estimated using Hertz 

contact theory for a cylinder on a cylinder. The maximum applied load on the bearing is 1 MN; hence, the specific load (W/(LD)) ranges 

between 1 MPa and 2.5 MPa. Also, the large diameter of the rotor gives a surface speed between 13 m/s and 79 m/s for shaft speeds 

from 500 RPM to 3 kRPM. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of a test TPJB. Taken from Ref. [1] 

Bearing properties 

Load orientation LBP 

Number of pads 5 

Shaft diameter [mm] 500 

Pad thickness [mm] 72.5 

Bearing axial length [mm] 350 

Pad arc length 56° 

Pivot offset 0.6 

Pad clearance [µm] 300 

Preload 0.23 

Pad mass∗ [kg] 55.9 

Pad moment of inertia about pivot point∗ 

[kg·m2] 

0.44 

Pivot Stiffness∗ [N/m] Hertz (∼3 GN/m) 

Operating condition 

Load [kN] 175–438 

Specific Load W / (L D) [MPa] 1–2.5 

Shaft rotational speed [RPM] 500–3000 

Shaft surface speed ΩR [m/s] 13–79 

Lubricant supply temperature [°C] 50 

Lubricant flow rate [L/min] 210 / 420 

Fluid properties 

Lubricant ISO VG32 

Viscosity at supply temperature∗ [mPa·s] 22.4 

Viscosity temperature coefficient∗ [1/°C] 0.0297 
Density [kg/m3] 844 

Specific heat capacity [kJ/(kg·K)] 2.17 

Thermal conductivity [W/(m·K)] 0.13 

Lubricant supply method Spray-bar, Flooded 

Thermal properties 

Pad and journal thermal conductivity 

[W/(m·K)] 

45 

Sump temperature [°C] 65 
Housing direction of expansion∗ Outwards 

Groove efficiency, Cgr (flooded) 0.2 

∗Assumed based on the data in Ref. [1]. 

Figure 10: Schematic view of a five-pad TPJB in Ref. [1]. 
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 Figure 11 shows the pad surface temperature rise relative to the supply temperature (50°C) versus angle (θ). The measured pad 

temperatures are recorded using thermocouples located 5 mm behind the pad inner surface [1]. The novel thermal mixing flow model 

deliver results that are in good agreement with the test data, in particular for the unloaded pads. The current model improves the 

prediction of temperature as compared to the conventional model, Eq. (1) with =0.9. The pad leading edge temperature raises up to 

17°C by accounting for the reduced supply flow rate in the test. The groove efficiency (Cgr) is selected as 0.2 since the bearing is flooded 

and a large portion of hot oil upstream of each groove presumably churns in the groove. Hence, the temperature of the recirculating 

lubricant in the groove (Tgr) is closer to the upstream temperature (TTE) than to the oil supply temperature Tsup). 

Table 2 compares the predicted flow rates from the current and conventional (early) thermal mixing models. The amount of flow 

needed to make up for the difference between the downstream flow (QLE) and the upstream flow (QTE) in the two models is almost the 

same5. 

The conventional model assumes the make-up flow only contains the supply of (fresh or cold) lubricant (Qsup). The current model 

adds the churning oil in the groove (Qgr) and side leakage flow (QSL) to the components of the make-up flow. 

 

Current model:

Conventional model: 

LE TE sup SL gr

LE TE sup

Q Q Q Q Q

Q Q Q

   

 
  (18) 

The conventional model predicts  sup

totalQ  = 713 L/min, 70% more than the actual flow rate during the operation, that is just 420 

L/min [1]. The present model allocates a percentage of the actual flow rate (420 L/min) to each groove based on the approximate flow 

                                                           
5 The predicted QLE , QTE are only slightly different in the two models, due to distinct oil viscosity from different predicted film temperatures. 

Table 2: Flow rates [L/min] in the feeding grooves of bearing in Ref. [1]. Predictions from current model (Cgr=0.2) and 
conventional model (λ=0.9). (Spray Bar, Flooded, N=3000 RPM, and W/(LD)=2.5 MPa) 

    Current Model Conventional Model 

 

Pad 
1i

TEQ 
 

i

LEQ  
i  

i

supQ  i

SLQ  
i

grQ  i

supQ  

 (L/min)  (L/min) (L/min) 

1 177 468 0.24 102 0 189 301 

2 253 294 0.15 62 21 0 76 

3 171 112 0.11 45 105 0 0 

4 44 123 0.19 81 2 0 83 

5 53 299 0.31 129 0 116 254 

   Total: 1 420 (L/min)=Test 713 (L/min) 

 

Figure 11: Pads’ surface temperature rise versus circumferential location. Predictions from current and conventional oil thermal 
mixing models compared against test data in Ref. [1]. (Spray Bar, Flooded TPJB, Tsup= 50°C, N=3 kRPM, W/(LD)=2.5 MPa, and 
Cgr =0.2) 
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fraction (αi), see Eq. (8). The rest of the lubricant required to fill in the pad inlet film thickness is drawn from the recirculating (churning) 

lubricant in a groove (Qgr, Tgr). 

Nicholas et al. [25] state that in a flooded TPJB design with a pressurized housing (not evacuated) “any additional oil that may be 

required is simply drawn from the captured oil inside of the bearing housing”. Since the example bearing is flooded, a significant portion 

of the lubricant that leaves each pad (side or axially) is not immediately forced out of the bearing. Instead, it recirculates in the housing 

and provides the additional fluid required to fill in the film (Qgr)6. Note that the conventional model predicts a nil draw of supply lubricant 

for pad #3, whereas the current model predicts a significant side leakage flow (QSL) that discharges sideways off the groove. 

Figure 12 shows the predicted pad inner surface temperature for two supply flow rates with operation at a shaft speed of 3 kPM and 

under a specific load of 1 MPa. Reducing the total supply flow rate means that more lubricant would be drawn from the grooves (larger 

Qgr).  While this is the case for a flooded bearing, excessive reduction in supply flow in an evacuated bearing induces oil starvation due 

to a lower availability of excess oil in the housing [25]. Note specifically the leading edge temperature for all of the examples which 

correlates well with the test data.  

Figure 13 compares temperatures predicted from the two thermal mixing models for operation at three shaft speeds. The predictions 

from the present mixing model keep the total supply flow rate constant (Qtotal = 420 L/min), whereas the early thermal mixing model 

predicts Qtotal ≈ 700, 1100, and 1650 L/min respectively for N = 1.5, 3, and 4.5 kRPM. The predicted temperatures from the conventional 

                                                           
6 A flooded bearing requires less total (overall) supply oil compared to an evacuated one, since in an evacuated bearing all required lubricant must be 

solely supplied by the feed orifices (no recirculating flow). [25] 

Figure 13: Pads’ surface temperature rise versus angle for operation at three shaft speeds. (Spray Bar, Flooded, Tsup= 50°C, 
N=1.5, 3 and 4.5 kRPM, W/(LD)=2.5 MPa, Cgr=0.2, and λ=0.8) 

Figure 12: Pads’ surface temperature rise versus circumferential location for two supply flow rates (210 L/min and 420 L/min). 
Predictions compared against test data in Ref. [1]. (Spray Bar, Flooded, Tsup= 50°C, N=3 kRPM, W/(LD)=1 MPa, Cgr=0.2) 
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model are within 10 °C of each other; only one for N = 1.5 kRPM is shown. The predictions from the current model show a substantial 

increase in pad surface temperature with an increase in shaft speed. 

The current model predictions for N = 3 kRPM are compared with test data shown in Figure 13. For a higher speed (N = 4.5 kRPM), 

however, the results may not be accurate since the amount of required groove flow (Qgr) becomes very large and there may not be 

enough lubricant left (churning) in the bearing housing to provide it.  In this situation, the full arc extent of the pads would not be 

lubricated which could induce oil starvation in one or more pads. 

Table 3 compares the journal eccentricity along the load direction (−ey) obtained with the novel thermal mixing model for both 

TEHD and THD model predictions7. The predicted journal eccentricity (ex) in the orthogonal direction and the journal attitude angle (φ 

= tan−1 (ex /ey)) are insignificant thus not shown. Hagemann et al. [1] do not report the test data for these parameters. The predicted 

journal eccentricity in the load direction delivered by the TEHD analysis is 25% to 30% smaller than that from the THD analysis. The 

difference decreases as the load increases since the eccentricity grows to nearly reach the cold (machined) pad clearance (300 µm). 

Table 3: THD and TEHD predictions for journal eccentricity along the load direction (ey) for four specific loads. (N=3 kPM, 
Cgr=0.2) 

W /(LD) [MPa]  1 1.5 2 2.5 

THD −ey [µm] 158 215 261 290 

TEHD −ey [µm] 112 151 186 216 

 

Figure 14 shows the hydrodynamic pressure in the mid-plane of the bearing. The TEHD analysis, including thermal and mechanical 

deformations, shows very good agreement with the measurements. Neglecting the thermally induced deformation leads to under-

predicting the pressure field, in particular its peak magnitude. Note the peak pressure TEHD prediction is8 5% larger than the measured 

magnitude, whereas the THD prediction is 27% smaller. The predicted hydrodynamic pressure shows a similar discrepancy with the test 

data for the lightly loaded pads (#1, #2, #5). See Ref. [20] for details on the thermal and pressure induced mechanical deformations. 

Figure 15 shows the film thickness at the mid-plane of the bearing. The TEHD model including the thermal expansion of the pads, 

shaft and bearing housing delivers a smaller film thickness compared to that from the THD model. TEHD predictions have a slightly 

better agreement with test data for the minimum film thickness, ~ 10 µm. Note also the THD model does not accurately predict the slope 

of the film thickness with a significant difference (up to 45%) at the leading edge of the loaded pads (#3, #4). This is directly due to the 

pressure induced deformation (opening up) of these pads due to the applied load.  

                                                           
7 In the following figures, ‘TEHD’ denotes thermo-elasto-hydro-dynamic that includes both thermally and mechanically induced deformation of the 

bearing components including pivot flexibility. 
8 The percentage of prediction difference compared to measured magnitudes is %Difference= (Measured-Predicted)/Measured. 

Figure 14: TEHD and THD predictions for mid-plane film pressure compared against test data in Ref. [1]. Star symbol (★) shows 

the location of minimum film thickness. (N=3000 RPM, W/(LD)=2.5 MPa) 
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Figure 15: TEHD and THD predictions for mid-plane film thickness compared against test data in Ref. [1]. Star symbol (★) shows 
the location of peak pressure. (N=3 kRPM, W/(LD)=2.5 MPa). 

Figure 16 shows the axial variation of the film pressure at the circumferential location where the peak hydrodynamic pressure on 

pad #3 occurs. Including the thermally induced deformation causes a considerable increase in peak film pressure, and a better agreement 

with test data. The peak pressure develops shortly before the minimum film thickness, at θ = 62° on pad #3 (see * in Figure 14). 

 

Figure 16: Predicted and measured film pressure at the circumferential location of peak pressure (θ=62°, see Figure 14). TEHD 
and THD predictions compared against test data in Ref. [1]. (N=3 kRPM, W/(LD)=2.5 MPa) 

Figure 17 shows the axial variation of the oil film at its minimum thickness location, shortly downstream of the peak pressure 

location (θ=74°, see * in Figure 15). While prior research typically neglects the axial deformation of a pad, the test data shows that this 

deformation is actually significant. Modeling the axial deformations as a cantilevered beam model approximates the actual deformations 

with accuracy. Note also that the axial arch of the test bearing pivots contributes to the axial deformation of the pads.  

The predicted film thickness at z = ± ½L is about 25 µm lower than the measured magnitude which is about 8% of the cold pad 

clearance (300 µm). However, the axially averaged film thickness from the test data (49 µm) is very close to the one from the predictions 

(44 µm) which explains the accurate hydrodynamic pressure predictions. 
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Figure 18 shows the bearing predicted direct stiffnesses (K) compared to the measurements and predictions in Ref. [2]. Predicted 

cross-coupled stiffnesses from the current model are much lower than the experimental magnitudes and not shown.  For a specific shaft 

speed, the direct stiffnesses (Kxx, Kyy) increase with an increase in load. 

The current predictions and those from Ref. [2] are greater than the measured stiffness coefficients. The prediction and 

measurements show the bearing is stiffer in the static load direction, or Kyy > Kxx. Unlike the predictions, the test data shows that 

stiffnesses reduce substantially for N = 3 kRPM compared to N = 1.5 kRPM. The stiffness orthotropy (difference between Kyy and Kxx) 

in the test data increases when rotor speed increases from N = 1.5 to 3 kRPM. The current model and Ref. [2], however, predict that the 

direct stiffness orthotropy reduces for operation at the high shaft speed (3 kRPM). 

The agreement of the current TEHD predictions and the measured bearing stiffness in the load direction (Kyy) is very good. The 

maximum difference is less than 20% for operation at 1.5 to 3 kRPM. In the orthogonal direction, the difference for Kxx is up to 17% for 

N = 1.5 kRPM. However, at the high speed (3 kRPM) the predicted Kxx is twice the test data. Notably, an increase in shaft speed increases 

the estimated Kyy from test data, however sharply drops Kxx about 40%. This means shifting from an operation at N = 1.5 kRPM to N = 

3 kRPM, the bearing stiffens along the load direction (y), whereas it softens in the orthogonal direction (x). 

Figure 17: Predicted and measured film thickness in the circumferential location of the minimum film thickness (θ=74°, see 
Figure 15). Measured results in Ref. [1]. (N=3 kRPM, W/(LD)=2.5 MPa) 

Figure 18: Direct stiffness coefficients (Kyy, Kxx) versus specific load for operation at two shaft speeds. TEHD prediction and 

test data in Ref. [2]. (Synchronous excitation; Left: N=1.5 kPM, Right: N=3.0 kRPM) 
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Figure 19 shows the predicted direct damping coefficients (Cxx, Cyy) compared to the test data and predictions in Ref. [2]. Predicted 

cross coupled terms are one order of magnitude smaller than the test data and not shown. The predicted Cxx, Cyy are consistently smaller 

than the estimated ones from test data. Contrary to the test data and predictions in Ref.[2], the current model predicts that direct  damping 

decreases with an increase in applied load. The current predictions have a considerable discrepancy with the test data; between 33% and 

53% for N = 1.5 kRPM and between 48% and 68% for N = 3 kRPM. The flexible pivot with a stiffness smaller than the film stiffness is 

likely accountable for the significant reduction in the predicted bearing damping.  

The results above (Figures 18-19) are of interest due to the large deviation between the predictions and the test results. Kukla et al. 

[2] assert that no fundamental error occurred in their analysis or test procedure (although their own predicted dynamic force coefficients 

do not correlate well with the test data). Note that the test procedure in Ref. [2] is not conventional as the dynamic force coefficients are 

calculated from the measured film pressure. The authors state the key problem in the test procedure is neglecting pad inertia effects on 

identifying force coefficients. Kukla et al. [2] also believe that neglecting the axial shifting of the shaft in the support bearings and its 

dynamic behavior may have affected the test results. 

Spherical Seat TPJB Under Heavy Specific Load and High Speed  

Coghlan and Childs [3-5] conducted an extensive test program to study the effects of various lubrication (oil feed) configurations 

on the static and dynamic force performance of a spherical seat TPJB.  The authors performed measurements for various lubrication 

delivery configurations, as shown in Figure 20. 

 Flooded single-orifice (SO), labyrinth end seals with nominal clearance of 170 µm 

 Evacuated leading edge groove (LEG), no end seals 

 Evacuated spray-bar (SB), no end seals 

 Evacuated spray-bar blocker (SBB), no end seals 

Coghlan and Childs measured pad surface temperature (embedded in the Babbitt layer), journal eccentricity, hot bearing clearances, 

and a complex stiffness for each feeding arrangement and for operation with a shaft speed ranging from 7 kRPM and 16 kRPM (ΩRs = 

85m/s), and under a specific load, 0.7 MPa to 2.9 MPa. The authors then curve fit a frequency independent ([K, C, M]) model to the 

complex stiffnesses data to extract the stiffness (K), damping (C), and virtual mass (M) coefficients of the bearing. 

 

Figure 20: Schematic of lubrication delivery methods. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [5] 

Figure 19: Direct damping coefficients (Cyy, Cxx) for operation at two shaft speeds. Prediction and test data from Ref. [2]. 
(Synchronous excitation; Left: N=1.5 kRPM, Right: N=3.0 kRPM) 
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Table 4: Characteristics of a TPJB tested by Coghlan and Childs [3]. 

Bearing properties 

Load orientation LBP 

Number of pads 4 

Shaft diameter [mm] 101.59 

Pad thickness [mm] 19 

Bearing axial length [mm] 61 

Pad arc length 72° 

Pivot offset 0.5 

Pad clearance [µm] 134 

Preload 0.3 

Pad mass∗ [kg] 0.6 
Pad moment of inertia about pivot point∗ 

kg·m2] 

0.46×10-4 

Pivot Stiffness∗ [N/m] 4.12×108 
Operating condition 

Load [kN] 4.3–17.7 

Specific Load W / (L D) [MPa] 0.7–2.9 

Shaft rotational speed [RPM] 7000–16000 

Shaft surface speed ΩR [m/s] 38–85 

Lubricant supply temperature [°C] 49 

Lubricant flow rate [L/min] 38(Flooded) / 42 

(Evacuated) Fluid properties 

Lubricant ISO VG46 

Viscosity at supply temperature∗ [mPa·s] 25.6 

Viscosity temperature coefficient∗ [1/°C] 0.0431 
Density [kg/m3] 843.5 

Specific heat capacity [kJ/(kg·K)] 2.084 

Thermal conductivity [W/(m·K)] 0.1243 

Thermal properties 

Pad and journal thermal conductivity 

[W/(m·K)] 

52 

Sump temperature [°C] 51-64 
Housing direction of expansion∗ Outwards 

Groove efficiency, Cgr (spray bar) 0.6 

∗Assumed based on the data in Ref. [3] 

 

 

Figure 21: Schematic view of a four-pad TPJB in Ref. [3]. 

The following predictions pertain to a TPJB with spray bars (SB) delivering the supply oil and having no end seals (retainers) to 

evacuate the housing from recirculating lubricant. Buffer seals prevent oil axial leakage from the test bearing into the adjacent support 
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bearing chambers and guide it to oil outlet pipes. The authors selected (based on industrial practice) the location to measure the maximum 

temperature at 75% of the pad arc length. All thermocouples are type J with a measurement error of ±1 °C. 

Figure 22 shows the pad surface temperature for operation at 7 kRPM shaft speed (37 m/s) and under three magnitudes of specific 

load (along y direction); 0.7 MPa to 2.9 MPa. Following the bearing provider recommendation, the flow rate is fixed at 42 L/min suitable 

for the highest shaft speed (16 kRPM) during all the test operating conditions. Hence, the bearing is over-flooded at 7 kRPM causing 

substantial amounts of fresh lubricant to axially discharge from a groove. A groove efficiency Cgr = 0.6 delivers pad surface temperature 

predictions agreeing with the test data for the TPJB equipped with spray bars. Since the known supply flow rate is utilized to obtain the 

predictions using the novel oil thermal mixing model, a constant Cgr provides accurate pad surface temperatures. 

 

Figure 22: Pads’ surface temperature rise versus circumferential location. Predictions compared against test data in Ref. [3]. 
(Spray Bar, Evacuated, Tsup= 49°C, N=7 kRPM, W/(LD)= 0.7, 2.1, 2.9, MPa, and Cgr=0.6) 

The agreement between the predictions (TEHD) and the measurements is remarkable; the largest temperature difference amounts 

to less than 3 °C for all three loads. As expected, the loaded pads are hotter for operation with a large specific load (2.9 MPa). Conversely, 

the unloaded pads (#3, #4) are hotter when operating with a small specific load (0.7 MPa). This phenomenon appears both in 

measurements and predictions. For (loaded) pads #1 and #2, the predicted temperatures are generally close to the measurements; 

conversely, the measured temperatures on (unloaded) pads #3 and #4 are higher than the predictions.  

Table 5 shows the predicted flows in the groove region delivered by the current and conventional oil thermal mixing models for 

operation at a low speed (N = 7 kRPM) and a low specific load (W/(LD) = 0.7 MPa). Note the large amounts of side leakage flow (QSL) 

and absence of groove flow (Qgr) predicted by the current model as the bearing is evacuated (without end seals). The conventional 

thermal mixing model predicts 
sup

totalQ  = 19 L/min since it does not account for the excessive supplied oil (42 L/min). The current model 

sets 
sup

totalQ = 42 L/min, and calculates the amount of extra supplied oil that leaves the groove as a side leakage (QSL).  

Pad #3 (unloaded) demands 41% of the supplied oil (42 LPM) since it receives a diminished flow from upstream pad #2. On the 

other hand, (loaded) pad #1 demands the least amount of supply oil as it is immediately after an unloaded pad (#4). 

Nicholas et al. [25] suggest that in an evacuated bearing, depending on the effectiveness of the lubricant supply mechanism, some 

oil escapes the bearing directly without ever lubricating the pads. The temperature of the side leakage flow (TSL) is therefore predicted 

from a weighted average between the hot upstream flow and the supply flow temperatures adjusted by the groove efficiency parameter 

(Cgr), as given by Eq. (13). 
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Figure 23 shows the pad surface temperature predictions and measurements recorded in the bearing operating at a high speed (16 kRPM) 

and under three static loads. Note the difference between predictions and test data for the loaded pads (#1,#2) does not exceed 4 °C. The 

predicted temperatures for the unloaded pads have a slightly larger discrepancy with the test data, up to 10 °C. Since the bearing operates 

in an evacuated condition, it is likely that the unloaded pads are not fully wetted. Yet the predictions are based on the assumption that 

each pad has a continuous fluid film. 

Table 6 shows the predicted flows in the groove region from the current and conventional thermal mixing models for an operation 

at a high speed (N = 16 kRPM) and high specific load, W/(LD) = 2.9 MPa.  The conventional model predicts a total supply 
sup

totalQ = 48 

L/min, slightly larger than the actual test condition (42 L/min). For the first pad, 
1i i

TE LEQ Q  , thus the conventional model predicts a nil 

supply flow rate. 

Conceivably, a portion of the extra lubricant coming from the upstream unloaded pad #4 axially discharges as a side leakage and 

does not enter pad #1. The novel thermal mixing model predicts the large side leakage flow (
1

SLQ = 14.6 L/min).  On the other hand, a 

large magnitude of groove flow ( 4

grQ = 4.3 L/min) for an evacuated bearing is not physically achievable and suggests occurrence of oil 

starvation. In this situation, the available supply flow (5.7 L/min) is not enough to create a full film at the pad #4 leading edge; thus, a 

full film develops further along the pad arc length. See Ref. [26] details on a flow starvation model that uses an effective pad arc (wetted) 

length. 

As shown in Table 6, unloaded pad #3 demands the majority (66%) of the supplied flow, while the flow for loaded pad #1 reduces 

to just 6%. This is due to a highly eccentric journal position produced by a high 2.9 MPa specific load. Pad #2 (loaded) and pad #4 

(unloaded) equally demand 14%; one pad receives the least amount of hot oil carry over, while the other receives the most. 

 

Table 5: Flow rates [L/min] in the feeding grooves of bearing in Ref. [3]. Predictions from current model (Cgr=0.6) and 
conventional model (λ=0.8). (Spray Bar, Evacuated, W/(LD)=0.7 MPa, N=7 kRPM) 

    Current Model Conventional Model 

 

Pad 
1i

TEQ 
 

i

LEQ  
i  

i

supQ  i

SLQ  
i

grQ  i

supQ  

 (L/min)  (L/min) (L/min) 

1 7.0 6.2 0.14 5.8 6.7 0 0.6 

2 3.5 6.2 0.23 9.7 7.0 0 3.4 

3 3.5 10.6 0.41 17.2 10.1 0 8.7 

4 7.1 10.6 0.22 9.4 5.8 0 5.3 

   Total: 1 42 (L/min) =Test 19 (L/min) 

 

Figure 23: Pads’ surface temperature rise versus circumferential location. Predictions compared against test data in Ref. [3]. 
(Spray Bar, Evacuated, Tsup= 49°C, N=16 kRPM, W/(LD)= 0.7, 2.1, 2.9, MPa, and Cgr=0.6). 
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Figure 24 compares the maximum predicted pad #2 surface temperature to the measured one for various operating conditions, 

versus speed and load. A fixed groove efficiency parameter (Cgr = 0.6) delivers predicted temperatures that best fit the test data for all 

operating conditions with a maximum discrepancy up to 4 °C.  

 

Figure 24: Maximum inner surface temperature on pad #2 versus shaft speed and for specific load, W/(LD)=0.7, 2.1 and 2.9 MPa. 
Current predictions and test data in Ref. [3].  

The ability to accurately predict the temperatures with a single Cgr is a notable improvement over the earlier thermal mixing model 

in which the hot oil carry over factor (λ) needs to be tailored for each operation (in particular shaft speed). Recall that during the tests 

reported in Ref. [3], the total supply flow rate is kept constant (42 LPM) for all operating conditions. 

Figure 25 shows the predicted total flow rate produced by the conventional oil mixing thermal model with λ = 0.8 versus shaft speed 

for three specific loads. For most operating conditions, the predicted total supply flow rate is less than the actual one. During the tests, 

the excess supply flow likely discharged axially from the bearing grooves (wide open seals) and did not lubricate the pads. However, 

the excess flow contributes to reducing the temperature of the hot oil that travels across each groove. Since the conventional model does 

not account for side leakage flow, a smaller9 λ must be selected for low shaft speeds to fit the predicted temperatures to the test data. 

The current thermal mixing model, as shown in Figure 24, delivers accurate film temperatures for a range of operating conditions with 

a fixed total supply flow using a constant Cgr. 

                                                           
9 From Eq. (1) Qsup = QLE − λ QTE;  a decrease in  λ  produces an increase in the predicted supplied flow. 

Table 6: Flow rates [L/min] in the feeding grooves of a bearing in Ref. [3]. Predictions from current model (Cgr=0.6) and 
conventional model (λ=0.8). (Spray Bar, Evacuated, W/(LD)=2.9 MPa, N=16 kRPM) 

    Current Model Conventional Model 

 

Pad 
1i

TEQ 
 

i

LEQ  
i  

i

supQ  i

SLQ  
i

grQ  i

supQ  

 (L/min)  (L/min) (L/min) 

1 22.6 10.3 0.06 2.4 14.6 0 0 

2 3.9 9.7 0.14 6.0 0.3 0 7.1 

3 3.4 31.2 0.66 28.0 0.1 0 27.8 

4 22.8 32.7 0.14 5.7 0 4.3 13.3 

   Total: 1 42 (L/min) =Test 48 (L/min) 
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Figure 26 compares the predicted pad surface temperature and test data for the other three lubricant delivery methods, namely 

leading edge groove (LEG), spray bar blocker (SBB), single orifice (SO). The influence of a feeding arrangement on the overall 

temperature of the film and bounding solids is not limited to the leading edge temperature of the pads. A feeding arrangement alters the 

temperature generation in the film, the convection coefficients on the pad surfaces, the pressure boundary condition at a pad’s leading 

edge, the turbulence intensity of the supply flow, etc. [27, 28]. However, by selecting an efficiency parameter (Cgr) appropriate for the 

feeding arrangement one can fairly predict the overall film temperature for the various delivery methods10. 

 

Figure 26: Pads’ surface temperature rise versus circumferential location for three lubricant delivery methods. Predictions 
compared against test data in Ref. [5]. (SBB=Spray Bar Blocker, LEG=Leading Edge Groove, SO=Single Orifice, Tsup= 49°C, 
N=16 kRPM, W/(LD)=2.9 MPa) 

Predicted pad temperatures with Cgr = 0.9 and 0.5 correlate best with the test data for LEG and SBB (evacuated spray-bar blocker) 

lubricant delivery methods, respectively. A spray bar blocker design includes a scraper to remove a layer of the upstream hot oil and 

displace it out of bearing more effectively compared to a conventional spray bar. However, in Ref. [5] the measured peak temperature 

of each pad with a SBB feeding configuration is higher than that with a SB (evacuated spray-bar) configuration. Coghlan [5] explains 

“the SBB attempts to scrape away the hot oil and in doing so seems to back-up the hot oil onto the upstream pad increasing the trailing 

edge temperatures.” 

The bearing with a single orifice (SO) feeding arrangement is flooded (as it has end-seals) and receives 
sup

totalQ = 38 L/min during the 

tests. Predicted temperatures with a Cgr = 0.2 match the maximum pad temperature, but show about a 10 °C discrepancy with the test 

data for the leading edge temperature of pad #2. In fact, the measurements in Ref. [5] consistently suggest that the pad leading edge 

                                                           
10 Refer to Table 7 (Conclusion) for a recommended range of groove efficiency parameter (Cgr) applicable to various lubricant feeding arrangements. 

Figure 25: Predicted flow rate versus shaft speed and specific load W/(LD)=0.7, 2.1, 2.9 MPa. Conventional thermal mixing model 
(λ=0.8). Constant flow rate in tests [3] for spray-bar with evacuated housing.  
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temperature in a SO configuration is lower than that of SB and SBB (not LEG though), alas the maximum measured temperature for the 

SO bearing configuration is always the largest. 

Figure 27 shows the predicted journal eccentricity along the load (−y) direction compared to the measurements in Ref. [3]. Coghlan 

and Childs [3] introduce a novel method to measure the journal eccentricity by defining a hot bearing center. The new hot bearing center 

is the origin of a circle that best fits the measured bearing clearances for each pad immediately after an operational shut down. The 

conventional definition of the hot bearing center is the position of the journal with a zero applied static load, and which is also used in 

the current predictive model. 

The TEHD predictions follow the trend of the test data but with a more or less constant difference which is likely due to the 

unconventional definition of the bearing center (origin) for the test data. In the load direction (−ey), the agreement between prediction 

and test data worsens by increasing the specific load. Predicted journal eccentricities from the TEHD analysis (solid lines) correlate best 

with the test data, but are ~25% smaller than the predictions from the THD analysis (dashed lines). The maximum difference between 

TEHD predictions and test data is 12, 29, and 37 µm for specific load W/(LD) = 0.7, 2.1, and 2.9 MPa, respectively. 

The predicted journal eccentricity in the orthogonal direction (ex, not shown) does not exceed 3 µm while the measured ones range 

between 3 µm and 20 µm. Coghlan [5] states the significant measured orthogonal eccentricity indicates that the tilt motion of the pads 

is impeded by (unquantified) friction between a pad and its spherical seat pivot. 

 

Figure 27: Journal eccentricity (−ey) versus rotor speed and specific load W/(LD)=0.7, 2.1, 2.9 MPa. Predictions and test data in 
Ref. [5]. 

Coghlan and Childs [4] use a frequency independent [K, C, M] model to extract the bearing static stiffness [K], viscous damping 

[C], and virtual mass [M] coefficients from curve fits to the experimentally derived complex stiffnesses [H]. The imaginary part of the 

complex stiffness is approximately linear and the slope defines the bearing damping, i.e. ( )H C  . The magnitude of complex 

stiffness real part at zero excitation frequency is the bearing stiffness and a quadratic curvature represents the bearing virtual mass, i.e. 
2( )H K M   . H is identified over the frequency range 10 to 250 Hz. See Ref. [4] for details on the tests and identification 

procedure delivering: 

   2
( ) , ( )H K M H C        (19) 
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Figure 28 and 29 show the real and imaginary parts of H as well as the TEHD predictions for operations at two shaft speeds, 7 kPM and 

16 kRPM. Each figure reports data for specific load W/(LD)=0.7, 2.1, 2.9 MPa. The right side of the figures show the real part of the 

bearing direct complex stiffnesses ( ( )H ), and the left part shows the imaginary part ( ( )H ) versus excitation frequency. 

The predicted ( )H  shows good agreement with test data for the shown operating conditions. The predicted ( )H  follows the 

test data closely at N = 7 kRPM, but the agreement reduces as either the shaft speed or the static load increases. The predictions are 

identical in the load (y) or orthogonal (x) directions. However, both the imaginary and real parts of the test H are larger along the load 

direction, and the difference increases as the specific load increases. Since the predictions are the same along the x and y directions, and 

under-predict the test data, they correlate best with the real and imaginary parts of Hxx. 

Figure 30 shows the measured and predicted bearing direct force coefficients (stiffness, damping, and virtual mass) versus specific 

load, 0.7 MPa to 2.9 MPa, for shaft speeds ranging between 7 kRPM and 16 kRPM. The uncertainty associated with the measured direct 

stiffness and damping are 2% and 5% of the coefficient magnitude, respectively. The predicted cross-coupled force coefficients are very 

small and not shown. The predictions include a linear pivot stiffness of 412 MN/m, as reported in Ref. [5], and which is in the same 

order of magnitude as the predicted film stiffness with a rigid pivot assumption (150 MN/m to 700 MN/m). 

Figure 30 depicts that the bearing stiffnesses (Kxx, Kyy) increase with an increase in the static load at a given shaft speed. On the 

other hand, an increase in shaft speed reduces the bearing stiffness (Kxx, Kyy) at a constant specific load. The model predicts isotropic 

stiffnesses (Kxx = Kyy)  but the test data show significant orthotropy (Kyy > Kxx), and which is not expected for a LBP configuration with 

Figure 28: Imaginary (left) and real (right) parts of bearing 
complex stiffness (H) versus excitation frequency. TEHD 
predictions and measurements in Ref. [4] for operation of 
N=7 kRPM, and W/(LD)=0.7, 2.1, and 2.9 MPa. 

Figure 29: Imaginary (left) and real (right) parts of bearing 
complex stiffness (H) versus excitation frequency. TEHD 
predictions and measurements in Ref. [4] for operation of 
N=16 kRPM, and W/(LD)=0.7, 2.1, and 2.9 MPa                                                        
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identical pads. Also, the stiffness orthotropy in the test data increases with an increase in specific load. Predicted Kyy, Kxx are in a good 

agreement with the measurements with a maximum difference not exceeding 25%, with an average difference of 17% along the load 

direction (y) and 8% in the orthogonal direction (x). 

Figure 31 shows predicted damping coefficients (Cxx, Cyy) in comparison with the test derived coefficient.  The bearing damping 

decreases with an increase either in the static load or the shaft speed. As the shaft speed or specific load increase, the predicted damping 

coefficients decline more rapidly compared to test data. Compared to the stiffnesses, the predicted (Cxx, Cyy) show a consistent large 

discrepancy with the measurements.  The maximum difference between predictions and test data is 59% and 45% for Cyy and Cxx, 

respectively. The average difference is 25% in the load direction and 41% in the orthogonal direction with respect to the test data. 

Judging from the similar trends in the TEHD predictions and the test data for stiffness and damping coefficients and observing a 

consistent difference, it is surmised that the pivot stiffness (412 MN/m) used in the predictions is not sufficiently large. The discrepancy 

between the predicted damping coefficients and the test data is more pronounced than that for the stiffnesses since “Pivot flexibility has 

a more pronounced effect on reducing the bearing damping coefficients than the stiffness coefficients” [17]. 

According to Coghlan [5], the pivot stiffness is approximated by fitting a linear curve to force versus displacement data for a single 

pad in LOP orientation. The range of the applied force to measure pivot stiffness is up to 4,750 N. During the tests, however, the applied 

load on the bearing ranges up to 18,000 N. It is not clear if the pivot stiffness remains the same in an operation under a heavy load and 

high oil temperature. Furthermore, Harris [29] details the complexities associated with measuring the stiffness of a similar spherical seat 

pivot, such as machining tolerance that makes the pivots non-identical, and the differential thermal growth of a steel ball and its bronze 

socket. 

Figure 32 shows predicted virtual mass coefficients (Mxx, Myy) in comparison with the test force coefficients. A negative virtual 

mass indicates that the real part of the complex stiffness ( ( )H ) increases with excitation frequency. This ‘hardening effect’ is common 

in TPJBs [5]. Unlike the bearing stiffness and damping from the test data, the test identified virtual mass magnitudes carry a significant 

uncertainty (sometimes up to 50%) associated with them. Hence, one cannot rely on the exact magnitudes of the reported test virtual 

mass.  

 

Figure 30: Direct stiffness coefficients (Kyy, Kxx) versus specific load for operation at four shaft speeds, 7 kRPM to 16 kRPM. 
TEHD prediction and test data in Ref. [4]. 
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Figure 31: Direct damping coefficients (Cyy, Cxx) versus specific load for operation at four shaft speeds, 7 kRPM to 16 kRPM. 
TEHD prediction and test data in Ref. [4]. 

Figure 32: Direct virtual mass coefficients (Myy, Mxx) versus specific load for operation at shaft speed 7 kRPM to 16 kRPM. TEHD 
prediction and test data in Ref. [4]. 
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CONCLUSION 

An accurate characterization of the static load performance in a bearing is paramount to also predict accurate rotordynamic force 

coefficients. An analysis that couples pressure generation to thermal effects in a bearing requires an accurate prediction of film and pad 

temperatures. Thus, this work introduces a simple yet effective thermal flow mixing model for the lubricant in a supply groove region 

that rectifies some limitations associated with a conventional hot oil carry over model (see Ref. [7]). 

The conventional hot oil carry over model predicts a total flow rate of fresh (cold) lubricant that is supplied to a tilting pad journal 

bearing (TPJB) during operation, but it may differ with the actual flow. The novel mixing model utilizes a known total flow supply rate 

and allocates a portion of it to each feeding groove. For instance, Hagemann et al. [1] reduce the total flow rate supplied to a test TPJB 

by using axial end seals. For this case, a conventional hot oil carry over model over-estimates the total flow rate by over 70% which 

causes a 17 °C under prediction of pad surface temperature even with a large hot oil carry over factor (λ = 0.9). The novel thermal 

mixing model improves the accuracy of predicted pad surface temperatures by accounting for the recirculating lubricant in the grooves 

of a (flooded) bearing. 

Furthermore, when a bearing housing is evacuated, considerable amounts of hot lubricant as well as freshly supplied oil discharge 

axially at the grooves between the pads [25]. The novel oil thermal mixing model takes into account the axially discharged (side leakage) 

flow, and utilizes an empirical coefficient (Cgr) to represent the efficiency of the bearing feeding arrangement. 0 < Cgr < 1 specifies the 

contributions of hot upstream trailing edge flow and cold supply flow in a thermal energy exchange with discharge (side leakage) 

lubricant and the oil that churns in the groove. 

Table 7 shows approximate ranges of the groove mixing efficiency parameter (Cgr) for various feeding arrangements and end seal 

configurations that deliver pad surface temperature prediction which best fit the test data in Refs. [1, 5]. As opposed to the hot oil carry 

over factor (λ), and since the known total supply flow is utilized, Cgr does not require modification for each operating condition. The 

predicted pad surface temperatures using the present thermal mixing model for the bearings in Refs. [1, 5] have less than 5 °C 

discrepancy with the test data for various operating conditions. Do note that the total oil supply flow rate is known at all instances.  

With respect to static load test data in Ref. [1], including thermally induced pad surface deformation improves the prediction of 

film thickness. The film thickness then generates a more accurate hydrodynamic pressure on each pad (about 20% improvement for 

peak film pressures). Accounting for pad thermoelastic deformations also reduces the predicted journal eccentricity in the load direction 

by ~25%, thus improving the correlation with test data. 

As per the dynamic force coefficients, including pad thermoelastic deformations enhances the predictions, in particular it improves 

up to 28% the agreement of bearing direct stiffnesses with the test data in Ref. [5]. For a bearing operating at a high speed and under a 

low specific load, a pad thermally induced deformation is dominant since it reduces the bearing hot clearance and increases the predicted 

stiffness. As the applied static load increases, the pressure induced deformation becomes dominant and softens the bearing. Predicted 

bearing stiffnesses correlate well with the test data from Refs. [2, 4] with an average difference about 20%. Predictions for damping 

under estimate the test coefficients by about 40% which may be due to a large uncertainty in the used pivot stiffness.  

The authors hope the novel thermal mixing model will find acceptance in the engineering community. There is still work to be done 

including more verifications against a wide variety of test data for bearings with various other geometries, number of pads, load 

orientations (LOP, LBP), lubrication delivery methods, and end-seal configurations. In this form, more accurate magnitudes for the 

Table 7: Recommended approximate range of groove efficiency parameter (Cgr) for various lubrication methods. Symbol ★ 

marks the Cgr magnitudes discussed in this lecture. 
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groove efficiency parameter (Cgr) applicable to a lubricant feeding and/or end seal arrangements can be quantified for ready engineering 

practice. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Cb , Cp Bearing and pad radial clearances [m] 

Cxx , Cyy Bearing direct damping coefficients [N·s/m] 

Cgr Groove mixing coefficient [-] 

Ci demand parameter (Ci) for the ith groove [-] 

cp Lubricant specific heat [J/kg °K] 

e Journal eccentricity [m] 

D  Shaft diameter [m] 

Hxx, Hyy Complex dynamic stiffness [N/m] 

Kxx , Kyy Bearing direct stiffness coefficients [N/m] 

L Bearing pad axial length [m] 

N Journal rotational speed [RPM], N = Ωπ/30 

n Number of pads (=grooves) 

Mxx, Myy Bearing virtual mass [kg] 

m Bearing preload [-], m = 1 − Cb/Cp 

Q Lubricant flow [LPM] 

T Fluid temperature [°C] 

W Static load [N] 

 Heat flow [W⋅m2] 

a Fraction of total supply flow allocated to each groove [-] 

λ Hot oil carry over factor in the conventional model [-] 

ω Excitation frequency (Hz) 

Subscripts 

gr Churning lubricant enclosed in the groove region 

LE, TE Leading edge and trailing edge of a pad 

s Shaft 

sump Region enclosed by back of a pad and housing 

sup Supply (fresh) lubricant 

SL Side leakage 

Superscripts 

i ith pad (downstream of ith groove) 

i-1 (i-1)th pad (upstream of ith groove) 
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